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LOS ANGELES - June 24, 2014 - Upon the conclusion of this three ( 3 ) part report, you'll realize

why I topped the 'primary title' adding three ( 3 ) different 'subtitle, which were rather difficult to

select from rather than simply naming them:

1. "Surf City USA"

2. "What Does It All Mean"

3. "The Snowden Assignment"

Filled with "secrets," I can assure everyone. But, then again, are not 'secrets' simply "information"

the greater majority of people have yet to figure-out without being handed the 'key' to unlocking a

government puzzle palace?

For all audiences, this report provides three ( 3 ) uniquely different from the other so, if readers try

incorrect sequences using one ( 1 ) or two ( 2 ) 'keys' they will be unable to unlock 'all three ( 3 )

governments' and 'all three ( 3 ) puzzle palaces' too. Hence, it is recommended that while 'only

some information' will find reviews asking, "What the heck does 'that' have to do with anything

'secret'?"- I can assure you now that by reading these three ( 3 ) reports fully in proper 1 - 2 - 3

sequence that you will conduct all your socio-economic planning and personal affairs much

differently when it finally dawns on you just how a 'large a scope and spectrum of combined

secrets' can be without anyone realizing, which for many people will instantly 'disprove' a "theory"

that "government cannot keep a 'global secret'" while at the same time 'proving' the "counter-

theory" that "government conspiracies" simply 'exist' when 'multi-spectral reading glasses' are

produced for people to see clearly through 'global government smoke screens.

Now here's the first ( 1st ) "key":



Do not miss reviewing ( at-least, 'cursorily' ) the "References" ( located at the bottom of 'each

report'.

Tasking what

Russia has over North

America for the past several weeks now, may only be described by what I refer to as the "North

American Anomaly."

Others ( e.g. Asia, North America, and Europe ) carefully refer to the 'same region anomaly' but

only 'publicly define it in-part' as the "North American Anomaly."

Wherein the 'latter two' - specifically, America and Germany - focus the 'public' on 'limited

information releases' by only mentioning 'geographical magnetic' ( "geomagnetic" ) influences on

Earth, which would ( if governments would permit ) lead in-to 'several ( clearly relative ) subjects

of far more importance', which will 'absolutely not be combined by other stories the government

embedded news media to report on too, because by 'simply combining facts' spells "C.H.A.O.S." -

and so, that is where mainstream news media leaves the entire.human race - swinging from a rope.

One ( 1 ) of the "clearly relative" subjects ( to, the: "North American Anomaly" ) that 'both'

"mainstream news media" and "alternative news media" covered ( 2012 ) became shocking to

most of the world, while yet familiar to only but a few, was the 'sudden increased speed' by which

Earth's 'internal magnetic' "Pole Shift" began being headlined. What was 'not covered' by

mainstream news was, Pole Shift 'continued' and actually 'continued speeding-up'; and ( by the

way ) 'this fact' is indeed 'still ongoing today'. So?

Even though 'that particular subject' has not been any topic seen broadcasted by the mainstream

news media since' ( "2012" ), and although something most forgot about, it remained a secret

partial-priority, amongst even-more relative 'key-critical subjects', except for "Asia" ( especially,

"Russia" and "China" plus a few others ) 'not geographically situated' atop the "North America

Anomaly." Besides a few government and private sector contractors, only a handful of individuals



came to focus their attentions as well ( 'myself', included ).

What we ( the 'latter few' ) are 'more importantly monitoring' are "extragalactic influential

circumstantial events" ( we can 'not' change! ) in-addition to 'causal effects within terra firma'

( "Earth" ) whereby "geoastrophysical" 'event circumstance ( e.g. 'extragalactic', 'atmospheric',

'magnetic', 'volcanic', 'seismic' and 'waterway' ) subjects' are continuing to unfold worldwide

where 'all inter-relatives were tallied-up' for the 'only logical conclusion' whereby 'all leaves

extremely few alternatives' for consideration.

One ( 1 ) 'primary alternative' is 'technologically dependent', which only government and a few

super-entrepreneurs might afford "evolved relocationabilities" ( 'transportations - 3 ) where only

one ( 1 ) is but 'temporarily adjacent' to the 'secondary alternative that just so happens to be 'ours'

too; evacuation away-from the "North American Bulge" - before 'it evacuates us'.

Facts, 'official', although 'hidden in plain sight' ( if one data mines while applying comparatives

reaching a 'life-logical conclusion' ) is difficult ( at best ) to ascertain by research alone. Hence,

and at 'that point', is where we are all supposed to exercise 'good common sense'; something most

( at points in our life ) 'toss ( along with 'caution' ) into the wind - now may just be the time to

consider remedial protective action by moving. Fact-is, after you're gone, you won't need it

anyway.

In the time it takes to locate, read, analyze and finally 'digest' what is 'actually occurring inside

Earth from outside', time will expire for nearly 70% of what we realize as the North American

population today, and while "doomsday" 'picture-painting' may do absolutely nothing for most,

some "in the know" while balancing extreme apprehensiveness toward making any 'radical life

course correction' decidedly came-in from the cold rather quickly after sensibly weighing 'their'

"life alternatives": Look stupid to others or.die stupidly knowing you should have acted.

Simple decisionmaking choices people can now begin taking for themself, over mistakenly

allowing government doing 'absolutely everything' to end your life ahead of your time.

For the 'few living today' with a "better safe than sorry" 'life tomorrow', appears most wise

especially in-lieu of government pressing the 'fast-forward' ( terminal option ) button on 'our

collective soul's blink of a eye' or by 'government willful failure to notify its citizenry of any man-

made or 'natural grave danger'; the latter of which was ( 2013 ) just executed by U.S. Executive

Order ( E.O. ) ammending the U.S. "National Emergency Act" to 'prevent any' "Early Warning."

Don't believe it? Read it for your self and loved ones whom were never asked to "vote" on such,

which 'all federally elected officials did' "against every U.S. citizen" already.

Time is shrinking faster than you may be realizing.

Nearing the conclusion of my research ( a few short weeks ago ) I 'immediately spit-out my coffee'

when I heard Russia's President Putin ( amidst speaking on the subject of U.S. government foreign



involvement with Ukraine ) when he sharply quipped "the United States should tend to its

domestic affairs where 'we ( Asia ) are not amidst' a "geographically unstable region."

Seeking answers for what 'he meant' by "geographically unstable," Russian Federation ( RF )

President Putin sharply.replied, "Ask the American President," and looked away - was when my

mouth sprayed coffee all over my news screen.

Later, U.S. government-embedded mainstream news media broadcasted, "Putin was was only

whimsically referring to seismic swarms of earthquakes near Yellowstone National Park." Wrong,

way wrong!

Putin was actually referring to what prompted two ( 2 ) Russia military aircraft to escort two ( 2 )

other Russian aircraft where one ( 1 ) plane remained orbiting ( as a aerial data satellite relay

station ) for the 'other Russia aircraft' that was missioned to fly ( within 50-miles offshore the State

of California coastal 3-mile limit ) carrying an emerging technology ( presumably, from: China )

component-laden air-to-ground deep thermal radar mapping imaging sensor system to specifically

measure America's :global economy driver state's ( "California's" ) outer rim' where the "North

American bulge" 'magnetic activity heat signature' begins 'inland' ( at approximately: Barstow,

California ).

The U.S. government military 'publicized response' came belting out from a swashbuckling

military general ( missioned in "Alaska" ) telling American news that the June 4, 2014 "four ( 4 )

Russia military aircraft presence near California" was nothing more than Russia leadership saber

rattling a "bomb test run," the likes of which he never saw happen even amidst even the Cold War,

and that 'this' was only in-response to U.S. ( earlier ) involvement with Ukraine national stability

problematic affairs.

9-months ago, Cal-Tech Seismological Laboratory - at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (  JPL -

Pasadena, California ) notified southern California residents over one ( 1 ) single AM radio

frequency band news channel ( "KNX" ) broadcasting the U.S. federal government 'official

announcement', that its U.S. westcoast regional earthquake center for years' issued previous public

reports based upon "faulty computer modelling software" 'reporting inaccurate information to

seismologists specifically regarding Alaska earthquake tsunami potential impacts by North Pacific

Ocean tsunami directions to all up and down North America's westcoast; specifically "Southern

California."

California Institute of Technology ( Cal-Tech ) Seismology Lab spokeswoman ( from behind

dainty horn-rimmed spectacles supporting a wonderfully short haircut ) apologized ( on behalf of

the U.S. government ) softly cooing, "Well, we were wrong. There 'is' a strong-likelihood that

should-ever a 9.1 ( the word "magnitude" was left-out of her cooing! ) earthquake come-along in

Alaska, that such could easily create a 'tsunami' where 'our ( the word "California' was also

dropped too! ) northwest-facing coastal territories' would be impacted by flooding, and so that's

why the signs were put up along the beaches."



That soft helpful tone of what initially sounded like the kind-hearted government girl's voice that

Southern Californians have grown old ( now, 'decades older' ) and familiar with, which ( by the

way ) almost put me to sleep with her news statement - except for the first ( 1st ) little thing almost

slipped right past me, which woke me up real fast and made me want to scream into my receiver:

"You sly government girl ! Pretty clever government approach too, but by 'recalling the actual

design of just how geography really is' versus 'what most of us see on a flat map', hard-core

factual awakening, sees: The 'vast majority' of the 'entire North American west coast' is

"northwest-facing" ( not just all of Southern California too! ), which actually is in a direct line

with the "Aleutian Islands" ( she 'never bothered mentioning' either! ) 'chain' included with the

State of Alaska ( per-se )." Ah-ha!

"Ah-Ha!" Moments Continue

Cal-Tech Seismological Lab spokesperson additionally confessed by revealing even-more

shocking revelations ( September 2013 - References Below ) weakly pointing to were 'politically-

oriented late justifications' for State of California 'pride', heralding in the fact of 'considerable

labor' having been applied for the sake of "Public Safety" but only with one ( 1 ).small 'catch':

The designing, manufacturing, painting, drilling, installing of all materials purchased plus

'transportation', 'fuel' and 'other ancillary expenses' ( like Program plus Project directors, assistant

directors plus Staff and 'office supplies' plus 'telephones' and 'government cars issued' ) so the

entire U.S. westcoast would be able to just 'quite simply' "see" 'tens of thousands of holes drilled

plus concrete poured as "signs" were planted 'squarely to the ground' issued was the government's

'only' 'Early Warning' proclamation; like recalling something out-of the 1960s that perhaps even

Rod Serling ( now late-host of the American television series "Twighlight Zone" ) might have 'off-

stage' quipped: "But, what's 'this'!? Up-ahead in-the-road? Why, there's a 'sign' that reads:

"Tsunami Zone!"

While well-grounded signs appeared 'straight talk' ( along 'southern California beaches )

unfortunately the 'vast majority of beach-going residents' were ( as.'usual' ) 'not paying attention to

'standard text signs' before entering any 'beach' ... makes a person want to turn on and crank up

some '60s era music ... "Signs, signs, everywhere a sign, blocking up the scenery ... ( and, 'yes',

definitely! ) ... blowing 'their' minds' - somehow came to  justify 'this all' having 'actually been

accomplished' during the 'previous year or two' ( 2011 - 2012 ) when 'no information was publicly

broadcasted' but instead 'kept secret' until 'late' the 'following year' ( September 2013 ) when Cal-

Tech Labs made their debut announcement.

Astroparticles Excite Earth Core Magmatic High Field Strength Element ( Niobium ) Magnetics

Through Volcanic Lava Tubes Upsetting Shakers Into Wave Makers

Southern California ( and along the entire westcoast of North America ) may now have a serious

problem coming in waves if 'recent swarms of very powerful earthquakes in Alaska' do 'not settle

down' ( here ):



- Little Sitkin Island, Rat Islands, Aleutian Islands ( Aleutian Spiral ), Alaska, USA; and,

- Kiska Volcano ( under the Bering Sea - just west of Attu and Little Sitkin Island ).

North America may indeed have a problem because throughout yesterday ( July 23. 2014 )

afternoon, into that evening ( as I write: 9:00 p.m. PST ), and now 'again' "today" ( July 24, 2014 )

swarms of significantly strong earthquakes ( 'all epicenters' registering approximately 70-miles

beneath the surface of the Bering Sea and Kiska Sea seafloor where this still ongoing very

repetitively even throughout June 26th and 27th ( today ).

In-lieu of the aforementioned combined research facts, a few more self-evident 'U.S. government

mysterious activity nationwide' become much clearer, now:

1. U.S. government key defense equipment and defense contract manufacturer repositionings '150-

miles inland' and to the same within 'reassignments' to U.S. Gulf coastal states;

2. U.S. government Homeland Security Intelligence ( HSI ) audits mentioning readying "COOP"

'underground command posts' in-keeping with 'current' "U.S. Executive Branch" mandates

( Executive Orders ) as applicable to U.S. "National Emergency Act" 'ammendments' clearly

placing 'overall America command authority out-of all chains of command' now ( as of 2013 )

with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security ( DHS ) in natural and / or man-made disasters

where the U.S. President or his successive chains of command ate unable to properly function;

and,

3. Unusually high-quantity and unusual items of supplies - with unspoken.justification to America

citizen general public audiences - were recently ( 2012 ) 'ordered', 'paid for by U.S. taxpayers',

'received' into warehouses', and then 'shipped-out to secret warehouses underground ( e.g. "Deep

Underground Military Base" / "D.U.M.B." facilities holding armed guards and signs warning "No

Photography Of Any Kind."

My research concluded in-favor of something even-more important'; beating the government to its

'only remaining temporary alternative':

Southern hemisphere; country-of-choice with cooperative agreements secretly in-place.

While, to 'most', geographic relocation may initially sound like ravings of a madman, others

know-well the difference between 'sheep being led to slaughter' and the 'only smart alternative'

( e.g. just 'how fast a pregnant fox can run right out-of a forest fire. ) to save their life and family'.

[ END PART 1 OF 3 ]

Respectfully submitted for review and commentary by,
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